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Headlight Superfire HL78, 320lm, USB-C

Superfire HL78 headlamp flashlight
The HL78 will make evening hikes easier, light the way when camping or walking the dog. The flashlight generates light with a brightness
of 320 lm and works about 5.5 h on a single charge. In addition, it has another power source - 3 AAA batteries. It offers several modes of
operation and 90° adjustment. In addition, its operation is facilitated by a motion sensor.
 
Various scenarios of use
The Superfire flashlight will prove useful in various situations. You will use it in the workshop, during evening hikes, running or climbing.
It will also find its use on bike rides, camping, or during a sudden power outage.
 
Reliable
Going  camping  and worried  that  the  flashlight  will  discharge  at  the  least  opportune  moment?  Don't  be!  The  HL78 is  equipped with  a
1,200 mAh lithium battery that provides about 5.5 hours on a single charge. You'll find a USB-C cable included for easy charging. After
about 2 h, the flashlight will be ready for use again. In addition, the flashlight can be powered by 3 AAA batteries (not included), so you
can be sure that the HL78 will not let you down. 
 
Customize its operation to suit your needs
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With different users' needs in mind, the flashlight is equipped with several operating modes. Choose between high/low brightness, red
light  or  white/red strobe.  All  you have to do is  press the power button.  In  addition,  you can adjust  the angle of  the light  up to 90° to
further customize its operation.
 
Thoughtful design
For even more convenient operation, the flashlight is equipped with a motion sensor - just bring your hand close to the HL78 to turn it on.
Moreover, it is IP44 water resistant, so you can use it in rainy weather without worry. What's more, the ABS plastic finish is responsible
for its durability and ability to withstand drops of up to 1m. 
 
Included
flashlight
strap
USB-C charging cable
Brand
Superfire 
Model 
HL78
Weight
79 g
Dimensions
60 x 44 x 40 mm
Power
5 W (max)
Voltage
3.7 V
Power supply
Lithium rechargeable battery, 3 AAA batteries (not included)
Rechargeable battery capacity
1200 mAh
Operating modes
white light high/low brightness, strobe, red light: strobe
Color temperature
6000K
Material
ABS
Drop resistance 
up to 1m
Water resistance
IP44
Illumination range
110 m
Brightness
320 lm
Charging port
USB-C
Color
black
Charging time
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approx. 2 h
Operating time
approx. 5.5. h

Price:

€ 13.00

Lifestyle&Outdoor, Flashlight, Headlamp
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